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Abstract. This article proposes a method of Semantic Role Labelling
for languages with no reliable deep syntactic parser and with limited cor-
pora annotated with semantic roles. Reasonable results may be achieved
with the help of shallow parsing, provided that features used for train-
ing such shallow parsers include both lexical semantic information (here:
hypernymy) and syntactic information.
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1 Introduction

Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) is a well-known task within semantic analysis.
The idea is to annotate predicate arguments in the sentence with special labels
to indicate the semantic relation between the argument and the verb. In the
sentence below, three semantic roles (i.e. Buyer, Goods and Time) are indicated.

[ Buyer Frank ] bought [ Goods a new car ] [ Time yesterday ].

While much SRL work has been done for English, hardly any is reported
for Polish, a language with only prototype-quality parsers and without large or
balanced corpora annotated at the level of semantic labels. Moreover, unlike
English, Polish is a language with rich inflection and relatively free word order.
The experiments reported here were conducted on a small (83,000-word) corpus
of transcribed phone conversations concerning public transportation in Warsaw,
the so-called LUNA corpus [10]. Therefore, annotated situations and semantic
roles are limited. This paper proposes a method of semantic labelling in just
such setups: without deep syntactic parsing and with a very limited manually
annotated corpus.

2 Related work

In [20], the SRL task is divided into three subtasks: argument identification,
semantic role classification and joint annotation. The current paper focuses on
the first two: finding phrase boundaries and assigning roles to argument phrases.
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Argument identification typically consists of syntactic parsing, followed by
binary classification of parse nodes according to whether they represent argu-
ments of predicates [3], perhaps with additional heuristics [21]. Supervised ma-
chine learning is also used in the task of semantic role classification, with much
work devoted to feature selection [3, 2, 19, 14].

Few papers propose methods not involving deep parsing. [6] uses SVM to
assign to syntactic chunks IOB tags derived from semantic roles. [18] uses shal-
low parsing for Chinese SRL. [15] compares systems that use deep and shallow
parsing and shows implications of the lack of complete trees for argument iden-
tification.

3 SRL without complete syntactic parsing

Most approaches mentioned above make significant use of the syntactic parse
tree. Many features for classification and argument identification heuristics are
based on spans of tree nodes and relations between them. Such features are de-
signed to reflect some relation between the syntactic realization of arguments and
their semantics. The lack of a syntactic parse also makes argument identification
task much harder: since semantic arguments are normally realised as syntactic
constituents, obtaining the tree of a sentence is paramount to constraining the
set of candidates for arguments. Finally, information contained in the syntactic
tree helps to decide which of possibly several predicates in the sentence governs
a given argument.

To alleviate the problem of no complete syntactic parse information, shallow
parsing is applied here to extract basic syntactic (nominal, prepositional, etc.)
groups (roughly: chunks [1]), using a shallow grammar (a cascade of regular
grammars) manually developed within a different project [5, 4]. Initial experi-
ments indicate that a certain level of correlation exists between such groups and
predicate arguments. Treating these groups as arguments yields acceptable recall
but very low precision:

Arguments match criteria Precision Recall F-measure
Exact match 0.15 0.44 0.22
Overlap 0.29 0.86 0.43

Given these unsatisfactory results, an additional approach to shallow pars-
ing was implemented, based on IOB tagging [16] and taking advantage of both
syntactic and semantic features. The tagger trained here implements the linear-
chain Conditional Random Fields model.

The key problem was the selection of features relevant for identifying argu-
ment boundaries. The following features have been used to train the model: 1)
word shape (e.g. Ul for “Desk”, where U stands for a sequence of upper-case
letters and l stands for a sequence of lower-case letters), 2) the most general
hypernym of the word (based on Polish WordNet, [13, 9]) if available and base
form of the word otherwise, 3) the word’s part of speech, 4) the word’s case (if
relevant), 5) the syntactic group (if the word is contained inside one) identified
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by the shallow grammar, 6) all above features for the two immediately adjacent
words.

4 Semantic role classifier

After argument identification, the next step is to assign a semantic role to each
argument. The MaxEnt-based classifier implemented in the SciKit package [12]
was trained for this purpose.

As in the argument identification task, many commonly used features in this
task could not be used due to the lack of a parse tree. In particular, it is not
known which of possibly many predicates actually governs a given argument.
Instead, the closest potential predicates to the left and to the right of the argu-
ment are identified, and the following features are used to decide what semantic
role the predicate assigns to the argument: 1) the base form of each predicate,
2) their parts of speech (PoS), 3) whether predicates are negated, 4) the type
of the syntactic group (if overlapping with argument boundaries), 5) the case
of the noun in the argument (if applicable), 6) the left-most preposition in the
argument, 7) PoS of the first and last words in the argument, 8) the most general
hypernyms of the words from argument available in the WordNet, and the base
form of the word otherwise, 9) the words’ prefixes and suffixes of length three.

Originally, the LUNA corpus was annotated with 64 FrameNet-like roles [8].
However, more than half of these roles occurred less than 15 times in the corpus.
Therefore, FrameNet-like roles were semi-automatically projected to 19 more
general VerbNet-based thematic roles [17] utilizing Semlink resources [11].

5 Evaluation

When determining whether a given argument has been identified correctly, one
may require the complete identity of spans or loosen this requirement to mere
overlap. Both approaches have been used in the past. A compromise but still
relatively strict approach is proposed here: the potential argument is judged as
correctly identified if it differs from the gold standard argument at most with
respect to initial or final potential modifiers (i.e., particles, adjectives, etc.), as
in the English NPs books about Bali vs. even these books about Bali (containing
the focus particle even and the demonstrative these).

The usual 10-fold cross-validation was performed. For the classification of
semantic roles, two sets of results are given: for role classification as a separate
task assuming prior gold-standard argument identification (Table 1) and as a
joint task with argument identification (Tables 2 and 3). Note that the results
in Table 1 are optimistic, as they assume not only prior identification of argu-
ments, but also – in the last row – the correct identification of the predicate
governing the argument. This table also contains a comparison of semantic role
classification using FrameNet-like roles and thematic VerbNet-like roles.

In order to measure the importance of particular syntactic and semantic
features introduced in Section 4, experiments were repeated with different feature
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Table 1. Results of semantic role labelling on gold standard arguments

Task Accuracy
Semantic role labelling (FrameNet roles) 0.65
Semantic role labelling (VerbNet roles) 0.74
Semantic role labelling (VerbNet roles) + correct predicate 0.76

Table 2. Results of argument identification task and semantic role classification task
with proposed compromise solution for arguments’ agreement.

Task Precision Recall F-measure
Argument identification 0.71 0.68 0.70
Arg. identification + semantic role classification 0.61 0.57 0.59

Table 3. Results of argument identification task and semantic role classification task
when identity of argument spans is required.

Task Precision Recall F-measure
Argument identification 0.69 0.64 0.67
Arg. identification + semantic role classification 0.58 0.54 0.56

Table 4. Results of semantic role classification on gold standard arguments with dif-
ferent set of features

Features Accuracy
Predicate features(1,2,3) + Case(5) 0.55
Predicate features(1,2,3) + Preposition(6) 0.57
Predicate features(1,2,3) + Syntactic group(4) + Case(5) 0.60
Predicate features(1,2,3) + Case(5) + Preposition(6) 0.62
Predicate features(1,2,3) + All syntactic features(4,5,6,7) 0.66

Predicate features(1,2,3) + Hypernyms(8) 0.63
Predicate features(1,2,3) + Case(5) + Preposition(6) 0.71
+ Hypernyms(8)

Syntactic group(4) + Case(5) + Preposition(6) + Hypernyms(8) 0.67
Predicate’s PoS(2) + Syntactic group(4) + Case(5) 0.67
+ Preposition(6) + Hypernyms(8)
Predicate’s lemma(1) + Syntactic group(4) + Case(5) 0.73
+ Preposition(6) + Hypernyms(8)

All features (1-9) 0.74

sets. The most significant results are presented in Table 4, which expands the
2nd row of Table 1.

Due to the fact that arguments are usually adjective, noun or prepositional
phrases, syntactic features are crucial in the task of argument identification as
they are of great help in extracting such phrases. Moreover, predicates very often
impose certain restrictions on syntactic features of semantic roles. In fact, case
(5) and preposition (6) presents high correlation with semantic role occurrences
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and are very useful in semantic role classification. Only the base forms of pred-
icates seem important in case of predicate features. Also, one can observe that
the use of hypernyms (from the Polish WordNet) greatly improves the results.

6 Summary and future work

This article presents initial experiments with semantic role labelling for Polish.
It proposes a method that does not require a syntactic parse tree to identify
arguments and instead relies on the output of the shallow parser both for argu-
ment identification and for semantic role classification. Evaluation includes the
impact of different features on the accuracy of semantic role classification.

Because the IOB tagger produces arguments that do not overlap, there is
no need for joint annotation, used for example in [20]. However, future work
should examine the possibility of increasing argument identification recall by
introducing overlapping arguments. The step of joint annotation also gives the
opportunity to take advantage of probabilities of various semantic roles for each
argument.

During the experiments it turned out that the corpus employed here is rather
noisy, apart from being small and unbalanced. In order to build a robust SRL
system, a bigger and cleaner corpus is needed. One possibility to build such a
corpus is to exploit the existence of parallel corpora and SRL tools for English
(see [7]).
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